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An Introduction to Semiotics
This book deals with one the most interesting aspects of human life-the search for meaning. It discusses how the science of semiotics is equipped to provide insight on what meaning is and how we produce it. Why is it that certain people routinely put their survival at risk by smoking? Why is it that some women make locomotion difficult for themselves by donning high-heel footwear? [...] 
Trump's Media War
The election of Donald Trump as US President in 2016 seemed to catch the world napping. Like the vote for Brexit in the UK, there seemed to be a new de-synchronicitya huge reality gap -between the unfolding of history and the mainstream news media's interpretations of and reporting of contemporary events. [...] 2019. XVII, 254 p. Softcover 
S. Scarparo, M. S. Stevenson

Reggae and Hip Hop in Southern Italy
Cognitive Theory and Documentary Film
This groundbreaking edited collection is the first major study to explore the intersection between cognitive theory and documentary film studies, focusing on a variety of formats, such as first-person, wildlife, animated and slow TV documentary, as well as docudrama and web videos. [...] 2018. XXI, 343 p. 9 illus., 3 illus. in color. Hardcover $ 119.99 ISBN 978-3-319-90331-6
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Spectatorship and Film Theory
The Wayward Spectator
This book interrogates the relation between film spectatorship and film theory in order to criticise some of the disciplinary and authoritarian assumptions of 1970s apparatus theory, without dismissing its core political concerns. Theory, in this perspective, should not be seen as a practice distinct from spectatorship but rather as an integral aspect of the spectator's gaze. [...] 2018 
Economies of Collaboration in Performance
More than the Sum of the Parts This is a book about collaboration in the arts, which explores how working together seems to achieve more than the sum of the parts. It introduces ideas from economics to conceptualize notions of externalities, complementarity, and emergence, and playfully explores collaborative structures such as the swarm, the crowd, the flock, and the network. 
Conversion Narratives in Early Modern England
Tales of Turning
This book is a study of English conversion narratives between 1580 and 1660. Focusing on the formal, stylistic properties of these texts, it argues that there is a direct correspondence between the spiritual and rhetorical turn. 
Local and Global Myths in Shakespearean Performance
Inventing the Gothic Corpse
The Thrill of Human Remains in the Eighteenth-Century Novel
Inventing the Gothic Corpse shows how a series of bold experiments in eighteenthcentury British realist and Gothic fiction transform the dead body from an instructive icon into a thrill device. For centuries, vivid images of the corpse were used to deliver a spiritual or political message; today they appear regularly in Gothic and horror stories as a source of macabre pleasure. [...] 2018. XII, 265 p. Hardcover 
Keats's Places
As the essays in this volume reveal, Keats's places could be comforting, familiar, grounding sites, but they were also shifting, uncanny, paradoxical spaces where the geographical comes into tension with the familial, the touristic with the medical, the metropolitan with the archipelagic. 
